, , y y y y yet it is accessib et it is accessib et it is accessib et it is accessib et it is accessible from le from le from le from le from the beginning to end, poems of significance that will the beginning to end, poems of significance that will the beginning to end, poems of significance that will the beginning to end, poems of significance that will the beginning to end, poems of significance that will ha ha ha ha hav v v v ve an audience e an audience e an audience e an audience e an audience. . . . ." " " " " -Da -Da -Da -Da -David Citino vid Citino vid Citino vid Citino vid Citino
These poems begin in the coming-of-age moments that change us by forcing recognition of physical weakness, the power of sex, the importance of family, the presence of evil, and the prevalence of mortality. The book opens with narratives taken primarily from childhood and then, divided by long poem sequences, moves to adulthood and confrontation with the identity we acquire through close relationships and the pressures of our appetites, finally ending with what reads as a universal prayer of redemption.
Writing Letters for the Blind presents the reader with visions of this world and all its beauty and sordidness, joy and disappointment. This poet reports the breaking news just in from the heart and soul, and the body as well. "My father has taught me the beatitudes of sight," Fincke tells us, always aware of what we owe to those who brought us here. He stays up through the starry darkness in the insomnia of one who feels it his duty to pay passionate attention, a poet engaged in "the basic defense of simple things. " Gar Gar Gar Gar Gar y Finck y Finck y Finck y Finck y Fincke e e e e is professor of English and director of the Writers' Institute at Susquehanna University.
Also of interest
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Builders of Ohio
A Biographical History
Warren Van Tine and Michael Pierce, eds. Van Tine and Pierce's Builders of Ohio is composed of twenty-four essays that use biography to explore Ohio's history. Collectively, they provide a historical overview of the state's development from George Croghan's search for fame and fortune on the seventeenth-century frontier through Dave Thomas's more recent creation of a fast-food empire.
Each chapter also addresses important events and transformations in the state's history such as: European settlement; Native American resistance; the creation of territorial and state governments; the development of the state's educational and economic institutions; the disruption created by the Civil War; the struggle of African Americans and women to participate in Ohio's public life; efforts to ameliorate the pernicious effects of industrialization; the negotiation of the state's role in a nation increasingly dominated by the federal government; or the ramifications of de-industrialization and rise of a service economy. "This book is an impor "This book is an impor "This book is an impor "This book is an impor "This book is an impor tant contr tant contr tant contr tant contr tant contrib ib ib ib ibution to the study of ution to the study of ution to the study of ution to the study of ution to the study of Catullus, Catullus, Catullus, Catullus, Catullus, and more broadl and more broadl and more broadl and more broadl and more broadly to the study of Latin poetr y to the study of Latin poetr y to the study of Latin poetr y to the study of Latin poetr y to the study of Latin poetr y y y y y. . . . . As an example of er As an example of er As an example of er As an example of er As an example of erudite scholar udite scholar udite scholar udite scholar udite scholarship and sensitiv ship and sensitiv ship and sensitiv ship and sensitiv ship and sensitive e e e e , , , , , supple cr supple cr supple cr supple cr supple criticism, iticism, iticism, iticism, iticism, I believ I believ I believ I believ I believe it will be of interest as w e it will be of interest as w e it will be of interest as w e it will be of interest as w e it will be of interest as well to a ell to a ell to a ell to a ell to a wider audience wider audience wider audience wider audience wider audience, , , , , including scholar including scholar including scholar including scholar including scholars and students w s and students w s and students w s and students w s and students wor or or or orking king king king king in other disciplines in the humanities. in other disciplines in the humanities. in other disciplines in the humanities. in other disciplines in the humanities. in other disciplines in the humanities. Why was Rudyard Kipling so drawn in his fiction to the figure of the foreign-born Briton-what Kipling called the "native-born"?
The answer lies in McBratney's Imperial Subjects, Imperial Space, the first full-length study of a figure central to Kipling's major imperial fiction: the "native-born. " In these narratives Kipling sees the native-born fulfilling two important roles: model imperial servant and ideal imperial citizen. The special abilities that allow the native-born to play these roles derive from his identity as neither exclusively British nor simply "native. " This study also provides the most thorough analysis of that figure's hybrid, "casteless" selfhood in relation to shifting attitudes toward racial identity during Britain's "New Imperialism. " In its endeavor to place the liminal subject within a particular moment in British discourses about race and nation, this book illuminates both the complexities of subject construction in the late Victorian and Edwardian periods and the struggles today over identity formation in the postcolonial world.
John Why did nineteenth-century novels return, over and over again, to the scene of theater? Emily Allen argues that theater provided nineteenthcentury novels, novelists, and critics with a generic figure that allowed them to position particular novels and novelistic genres within a complex literary field. Novel genres high and low, male and female, public and private, realistic and romantic, all came to identify themselves within a set of coordinates that included-if only for the purpose of exclusion-the spectacular figure of theater. This figure likewise provided a trope around and against which to construct images of readers and authors, images that most frequently worked to mediate between the supposedly private acts of reading and writing and the very public facts of the print market. In readings of novels by Burney, Austen, Scott, Dickens, Jewsbury, Flaubert, Braddon, and Moore, Allen shows how frequently theater appears as figure in novels of the nineteenth century, and how theater figures-actively and importantly-in what we have come to look back on as the history of the nineteenth-century novel.
Theater Figures thus offers a new model for thinking about how theater helped produce changes in the nineteenth-century literary market. While previous critics have considered theater as an enabling foil for the novel-either a constitutive opposite or a constructive ally-Allen demonstrates how theater figures and tropes were used to negotiate competition among the novels and novelists eagerly seeking their share of the literary limelight.
Emily Allen Emily Allen Emily Allen Emily Allen Emily Allen is assistant professor of English at Purdue University. A/Moral Economics is an interdisciplinary historical study that examines the ways which social "science" of economics emerged through the discourse of the literary, namely the dominant moral and fictional narrative genres of early and midVictorian England. In particular, this book argues that the classical economic theory of earlynineteenth-century England gained its broad cultural authority not directly, through the wellknown texts of such canonical economic theorists as David Ricardo, but indirectly through the narratives constructed by Ricardo's popularizers John Ramsey McCulloch and Harriet Martineau.
By reexamining the rhetorical and institutional contexts of classical political economy in the nineteenth century, A/Moral Economics repositions the popular writings of both supporters and detractors of political economy as central to early political economists' bids for a cultural voice. The now marginalized economic writings of McCulloch, Martineau, Henry Mayhew, and John Ruskin, as well as the texts of Charles Dickens and J. S. Mill, must be read as constituting in part the entities they have been read as merely criticizing. It is this repressed moral logic that resurfaces in a range of textual contradictions-not only in the writings of Ricardo's supporters, but, ironically, in those of his critics as well.
Claudia C Claudia C Claudia C Claudia C Claudia C. 
, iction, iction, iction, iction, both in f both in f both in f both in f both in film and ilm and ilm and ilm and ilm and on paper on paper on paper on paper on paper, , , , , is par is par is par is par is particular ticular ticular ticular ticularl l l l ly w y w y w y w y well suited to help in this process. ell suited to help in this process. ell suited to help in this process. ell suited to help in this process. ell suited to help in this process. Exposing the clichéd and reductionist approaches to age Exposing the clichéd and reductionist approaches to age Exposing the clichéd and reductionist approaches to age Exposing the clichéd and reductionist approaches to age Exposing the clichéd and reductionist approaches to age per per per per pervading our culture-whether it be in r vading our culture-whether it be in r vading our culture-whether it be in r vading our culture-whether it be in r vading our culture-whether it be in radio broadadio broadadio broadadio As a diary writer imagines shadow readers rifling diary pages, she tweaks images of the self, creating multiple readings of herself, fixed and unfixed. When the readers and potential readers are husbands and publishers, the writer maneuvers carefully in a world of men who are quick to judge and to take offense. She fills the pages with reflections, anecdotes, codes, stories, biographies, and fictions. The diary acts as a site for the writer's tension, rebellion, and remaking of herself. In this book Martinson examines the diaries of Virginia Woolf, Katherine Mansfield, Violet Hunt, and Doris Lessing's fictional character Anna Wulf, and show, that these diaries (and others like them) are not private writings as has been previously assumed. Rather, their authors wrote them knowing they would be read. In these four cases, the audience is the author's male lover or husband, and Martinson reveals how knowledge of this audience affects the language and content in each diary. Ultimately, she argues, this audience enforces a certain "male censorship, " making it impossible for the female author to be honest in writing about her true self.
Even sophisticated readers often assume that diaries are primarily private. This study interrogates the myth of authenticity and self-revelation in diaries written under the gaze of particular peekers.
Debor , , the judiciar the judiciar the judiciar the judiciar the judiciar y y y y y, , , , , interest interest interest interest interest groups, the labor movement, and women and politics will groups, the labor movement, and women and politics will groups, the labor movement, and women and politics will groups, the labor movement, and women and politics will groups, the labor movement, and women and politics will f f f f find it a valuab ind it a valuab ind it a valuab ind it a valuab ind it a valuable resource le resource le resource le resource le resource. . . Over the course of the last century, political scientists have been moved by two principal purposes. First, they have sought to understand and explain political phenomena in a way that is both theoretically and empirically grounded. Second, they have analyzed matters of enduring public interest, whether in terms of public policy and political action, fidelity between principle and practice in the organization and conduct of government, or the conditions of freedom, whether of citizens or of states. Many of the central advances made in the field have been prompted by a desire to improve both the quality and our understanding of political life. Nowhere is this tendency more apparent than in research on American politics, a field in which concerns for the public interest have stimulated various important insights. This volume systematically analyzes the major developments within the broad field of American politics over the past three decades. Each chapter is composed of a core paper that addresses the major puzzles, conversations, and debates that have attended major areas of concern and inquiry within the discipline. These papers examine and evaluate the intellectual evolution and "natural history" of major areas of political inquiry and chart particularly promising trajectories, puzzles, and concerns for future work. Each core paper is accompanied by a set of shorter commentaries that engage the issues it takes up, thus contributing to an ongoing and lively dialogue among key figures in the field.
Edward Over the course of the last century, political scientists have been moved by two principal purposes. First, they have sought to understand and explain political phenomena in a way that is both theoretically and empirically grounded. Second, they have analyzed matters of enduring public interest, whether in terms of public policy and political action, fidelity between principle and practice in the organization and conduct of government, or the conditions of freedom, whether of citizens or of states. Many of the central advances made in the field have been prompted by a desire to improve both the quality and our understanding of political life. Nowhere is this tendency more apparent than in research on comparative politics and international relations, fields in which concerns for the public interest have stimulated various important insights.
This volume systematically analyzes the major developments within the fields of comparative politics and international relations over the past three decades. Each chapter is composed of a core paper that addresses the major puzzles, conversations, and debates that have attended major areas of concern and inquiry within the discipline. These papers examine and evaluate the intellectual evolution and "natural history" of major areas of political inquiry and chart particularly promising trajectories, puzzles, and concerns for future work. Each core paper is accompanied by a set of shorter commentaries that engage the issues it takes up, thus contributing to an ongoing and lively dialogue among key figures in the field.
Edward el ely explore y explore y explore y explore y explore. . . . . P P P P Perhaps the major impression that one erhaps the major impression that one erhaps the major impression that one erhaps the major impression that one erhaps the major impression that one der der der der deriv iv iv iv ives from reading the book is ho es from reading the book is ho es from reading the book is ho es from reading the book is ho es from reading the book is how resilient the w resilient the w resilient the w resilient the w resilient the institution is, institution is, institution is, institution is, institution is, and "This compelling book will be a must read for students "This compelling book will be a must read for students "This compelling book will be a must read for students "This compelling book will be a must read for students "This compelling book will be a must read for students of The main ar ar ar ar argument is that Congress adapts to the balance of gument is that Congress adapts to the balance of gument is that Congress adapts to the balance of gument is that Congress adapts to the balance of gument is that Congress adapts to the balance of forces within the institution and also to the changing forces within the institution and also to the changing forces within the institution and also to the changing forces within the institution and also to the changing forces within the institution and also to the changing en en en en environment outside the legislature vironment outside the legislature vironment outside the legislature vironment outside the legislature vironment outside the legislature. Congress occupies a central place in the U.S. political system. Its reach into American society is vast and deep. Over time, the issues it has confronted have increased in both quantity and complexity. At the beginning, Congress dealt with a handful of matters, whereas today it has its hands in every imaginable aspect of life. It has attempted to meet these challenges and has changed throughout the course of its history, prodded by factors both external and internal to the institution. The essays in this volume argue therefore that as society changed throughout the twentieth century, Congress responded to those changes.
Sunil Money, Credit, and Banking is a leading professional journal read and referred to by scholars, researchers, and policy makers in such areas as money and banking, credit markets, regulation of financial institutions, international payments, portfolio management, and monetary and fiscal policy. JMCB represents a wide spectrum of viewpoints and specializations in its field through its associate editors and referees from academic, financial, and government institutions around the world.
Geographical Analysis An International Journal of Theoretical Geography
Edited by Morton O'Kelly
First in its specialty area and one of the most frequently cited publications in geography, Geographical Analysis has, since 1969, presented to geographers and scholars in a wide spectrum of related fields significant advances in geographical theory, model building, and quantitative methods.
GA presents significant advances in pure theory as well as in the innovative development, adaptation, and implementation of theory within the context of explicit empirical referents. The editorial outlook is interdisciplinary, open to contributions from economists, psychologists, mathematicians, demographers, engineers, and planners.
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